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We give two criterions which show when convergence in law of a sequence of processes with independent 
increments, stopped at their first jump within given size, implies convergence of the non-stopped processes; 
if this result can appear to fail, it is always true for instance when the limiting process has no fixed time 
of discontinuity. As an application, we give settings where convergence of the processes stopped a short 
while after this first time of ‘big’ jump implies convergence of the non-stopped processes. 
Introduction 
The first motivation for this paper was statistical. Consider a sequence of filtered 
statistical experiments whose Hellinger processes are deterministic. Then, the likeli- 
hood processes of these experiments are processes with independent increments. 
We can see in Jacod [3] that, under these assumptions, the sequence of experiments 
converges if and only if the sequence of the Doleans exponentials of the Hellinger 
processes converges (see also [l] for a setting with partially observed experiments). 
We also know that the convergence of the Doleans exponentials of the Hellinger 
processes implies the convergence of the sequence of likelihood processes stopped 
at their first time of jump with size equal to -1. The question was then: can we 
deduce the convergence of the non-stopped likelihood processes? 
More generally, we consider a Bore1 subset E of Rp, a sequence of processes with 
independent increments (PII) (Xn),tN with value in R”, and another PII X with 
value in R”. Let T” and T be the first time when AX” and AX belong to E. It is 
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well-known that, if the sequence (Xn),FN converges in law to X, and if the boundary 
of E is not charged by the law of the jumps of X (condition (1) below), then the 
sequence of processes X” stopped at T” converges to X stopped at T (X” and X 
need not be PII’s for this). 
In order to find an answer to the question above, we look at the converse: suppose 
that the sequence of the X” stopped at T” converges, can we deduce that the 
sequence of non-stopped processes converges? 
The general answer is ‘no’, as it is shown in Section 1. So we look for further 
conditions under which the problem admits a positive answer (Sections 1,2,3), or 
under which convergence of processes stopped a short while after this first time of 
jump with size within E implies the convergence of non-stopped processes (Section 
4). 
It is clear that the knowledge of a process X stopped at T gives no information 
about what happens after the right side of the stochastic interval [0, T]. That is, if 
T < t as. for some t, XT cannot give information after t. In order to simplify notation, 
we assume the contrary (condition (3) below): For all real t, P( T> t) > 0. One could 
give similar results as those below without (3), that is show that, under the same 
assumptions, the convergence of the processes stopped at T” implies the convergence 
of the processes stopped at the first t such that P( T > t) = 0; but this does not seem 
of great interest. 
Section 1 gives notation and a counter-example which shows that in general there 
is no positive answer to the problem. We can see there also by elementary means 
that the expected result is always true when the X”‘s have no fixed time of 
discontinuity, and also when the X”‘s are discrete-time processes. 
Section 2 provides one supplementary (and elementary) condition on the X”‘s, 
which gives a criterion for the expected convergence. 
In Section 3, we deal with characteristics of PII; After a few recalls about 
characteristics of a PII, we show how the convergence of the stopped processes can 
be written in terms of their characteristics, and we deduce a necessary and sufficient 
condition on these characteristics to get the convergence of non-stopped processes. 
As an important corollary, we get the general result when the limiting process X 
has no fixed time of discontinuity. 
Section 4 is a simple application of the results given in Sections 2 or 3. We look 
there at processes X” stopped at times R” and such that the stopped processes 
converge to X stopped at R > T. Here again, we cannot deduce that the X”‘s 
converge to X in general, but we give two settings under which the answer is positive. 
First, the result is true whenever (T”, R”) converges to (T, R). That may seem 
hard to check, but it is true for two simple situations: 
l R” = T” + k, where k is a given real (as small as wanted); 
l R” is the second time when X” has a jump of size within E. 
Secondly, we get the result when X is not a.s. constant between T and R. 
We use the terminology of the general theory of processes, as it can be found in 
Dellacherie and Meyer [2]. 
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1. Some simple results 
1.1. Notation 
In the following, we consider the Skorokhod space 9 of cadlag functions f with 
values in some Rp, such that f(0) = 0. Let X” and X be cadlag processes with 
independent increments (PII) with values in R”. We are given also a Bore1 subset 
E of Rp such that 
P(3t~O,AX,~aE)=O (1) 
(where dE is the boundary of E), and 
d(0, E)>O. (2) 
Let 
T”=inf{t>O,dX~~E} and T=inf{tzO,AX,EE}. 
We make the following assumption on T: 
VtzO, P(T> t)>O. (3) 
Let Z be any process; we always use the notation Zs to denote the process Z 
stopped at time S (deterministic or not), i.e., 
z:=zrns vtzo. 
Let Y and Y” be the processes X and X” stopped at T and T”, 
Y=XT, y” =X%7”. 
Note the simple but important fact that 
T”=inf{t>O,dY:~E} and T=inf{tsO,AY,EE}. 
Let also, for ~20, 
G, = P( T> s), G:=P(T”>s). 
We deal with the following problem: If we observe the sequence (Y”),,,,, does 
the convergence of this sequence to Y imply the convergence of (X”),=” to X? 
In Section 3, we shall give some details and some calculation on the characteristics 
of PII’s. All we need for the present is to remind that the characteristics of X” and 
X are deterministic (since these processes are PII’s), and that they actually character- 
ize the law of X” and X. Moreover, the local characteristics of processes Y” and 
Y are the characteristics of X” and X stopped at times T” and T So we have: 
lemma 1. Assume (3); then the law of Y characterizes the law of X. 
Proof. If we know Y, we know its characteristics, so we know the characteristics 
of X up to T. Let t be real. Then we know the characteristics of X on {t < T}. But 
these characteristics are deterministic, so (3) implies that we know them on [0, t], 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
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According to Lemma 1, there is some hope to find a positive answer to our 
problem; on the opposite, if we consider processes that are not PII, their local 
characteristics are not deterministic, and the laws of stopped processes like above 
do not characterize in general the laws of non-stopped processes. So it is unlikely 
to find positive answers out of our setting. Even the tightness of (X’),=” is not 
ensured when the sequence ( Y”),,O converges if the X” are not PII’s. 
Remark. It is possible also to forget about the limiting process X, and just consider 
the convergence of the Y”‘s to some process Y, which will appear to be some 
stopped PII. It is then more natural to replace condition (3) by the following 
assumption on the T”‘s: 
VtaO, liminfP(T”>j)>O. (4) n 
Remark that, if Y” converges in law to Y and (1) holds, T” converges in law to 
T, so that (3) and (4) are equivalent. We could get under (4) the same results than 
under (3). 
1.2. One counter-example and two elementary situations 
Here is a counter-example which shows that the answer to the problem may be a 
negative one: 
Let E =I$, +a[, and X, X” be counting processes with respective compensators 
A and A” which are given as follows: 
A, =%,a,), A:=-ln[l-(in(t-l)+)~$]. 
Then we get 
-dG: = in l~l,l+l,nl (t) dt+;&(dt) and -dG,=;(&(dt)+&(dt)) 
Thus, (dG”),,o converges weakly to dG, and so Y” converges in law to Y, but, for 
t> 1, 
A:+ln2#A,, 
so we have not convergence of (X”),=,, to X, otherwise, since we deal with PII’s, 
(A”),,,, would converge to the compensator of X. 
However, we can find situations where the answer is positive. The two ones given 
below can be seen as easy corollaries of Theorem 3 (see Section 2); the proofs given 
here are quite simple, so it seems of some interest to write them down. 
First, if X has no fixed time of discontinuity, the answer to the problem is always 
yes: 
Theorem 1. Assume (l), (2), and that moreover X has no$xed time of discontinuity. 
Then the sequence (Xn),,aO converges in law to X for the Skorokhod topology if and 
only if the following holds: 
The sequence (Y”),,” converges in law to Y 
for the Skorokhod topology. (9 
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Remark. If X has no fixed time of discontinuity, (3) follows from (2). To see this, 
note that the process 
N:= c l{‘GC.tE) 
FS. 
is a Poisson process, hence the random variable N, is Poisson for every t (see e.g. 
[4, Theorem 11.451). But {T > t} = {N, = 0}, hence the claim. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We will not give here a complete proof of Theorem 1. The 
reader will find one at the end of Section 3. We only want by now to show how 
simple is the proof in the setting where all the X”‘s are without fixed times of 
discontinuity, which we assume in the following proof. 
Let, for each integer n, 
and 
X”” = X” _ Xl” 
7 
X”=X-X’, 
so that each X” (and X) is the sum of two PII’s without fixed time of discontinuity 
mutually independent and consequently which have P-as. no common jump; thus, 
it is sufficient to prove the convergence of (X’n),aO to X’ and of (X”n)nZU to X” 
to get the claim. 
More precisely, X’” is a pure jump process, completely characterized by its 
compensator v”’ (which is deterministic, since X’” is a PII). It is well-known that 
the convergence in law of (X’n),s,, to X’ follows if Y” converges uniformly on the 
compact subsets of R, to v’ (it is a trivial application of Theorem VII.3.13 in Jacod 
and Shiryaev [4], written herein as Theorem 4). But we have, on the stochastic 
interval [0, T”], 
v’“(dt, dx) = H”(dt, dx)/H”([t, +oo[xE) (6) 
where H”(dt, dx) denotes the law of (T”, AX$) (= T”, A Y>“)). 
Now, (5) immediately implies that the sequence (H”),,” converges weakly to H. 
Since X” has no fixed time of discontinuity, H” has no atom in t, so it follows 
from (6) that, for every subset A of R” meeting (l), 
y’“([O, .[xA)ll,,~,.,+ v’([O, .[xA)l{,,., (7) 
uniformly on the compact subsets of t%+. But vrn and v’ are deterministic, so (7) 
and (3) imply 
1/“‘([0, .[xA)+ v’([O, .[xA) (8) 
uniformly on the compact subsets of IR,. (8) implies then that the sequence (X’n),,ZO 
converges to X’. 
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Now, as T” is the first time of jump for Y”, it follows from (5), from the definition 
of X”” and from the weak convergence of the H”‘s above that we have convergence 
in law of the pair 
( T”, X’rn,r” )+(T,x”=) 
so that, for each continuous bounded function f on 9, 
E[f(x”“,‘“A’ )l(-r”>-r)l+ J2f(X “Tn’)l{T>,)l. 
But T”, which is the first jump of X “‘, is thus independent from X”“; it follows that 
E[f(X”“~‘)]P(T”> t)+ E[f(X”‘)]P(T> t). 
Since T” converges in law to T and (3) holds, it follows that X”” converges to X”, 
hence the claim. 0 
Another setting where convergence of the sequence (Y”),,” implies convergence 
of the sequence (Xn),20 is the discrete-time case: Suppose that, for each 
n, Zy , Z;, . are independent random variables (think of them as the increments 
Xi - Xy , etc. . . .). Call T” the first i such that Z:1 E E. We can state then: 
Theorem 2. Assume (l), (3) and: 
The sequence (Z”,r”) converges in law to (Z’). 
Then the sequence (Z”) converges in law to Z. 
(9) 
Proof. According to our independence assumption on the Zr, it is sufficient to 
prove that the sequence (P(Z: E A)),,, converges to P(Z, E A) for every subset A 
of UP. But 
P(Z:EA)=P(Z;EA, T”<i)+k’(z:~A, T”ai) 
= P(Z; G A)P( T” < i) + P(Z:‘T” E A, T” 2 i) 
(since {T” < i} is independent from 27). It follows that 
P(Z; E A) = 
P(z:,“’ E A, T” 2 i) 
I-P(T”<i) 
(10) 
(recall (3), so that 1 - P( T” < i) > 0 for large enough n). Since T” is the first time 
when 
Z:.‘” E E, 
the claim immediately follows from (9) and (10). 0 
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2. First criterion for convergence 
The aim of this section is to prove: 
Theorem 3. Assume that X” and X are PII’s; assume also (l), (2), (3) together with 
(5) and the following: 
Vv>O, t; limsup P(lAX’fp,l> 7, 3t~]T”, T”+6[, /AX:/> 7) =O. 
- n-,x 
(11) 
Then the sequence (X”), -” converges to X for the Skorokhod topology. 
Proof. If we admit for the present that the sequence (X”),, i0 is tight, the claim 
immediately follows from Lemma 1: Let X’ be a possible limit process; then the 
process X’ stopped at its first time of jump of size within E, (call it T’), has the 
same law as Y, according to (5). But we get from Lemma 1 that the law of X’T’ 
characterises the law of the non-stopped process. So the law of X’ actually is the 
law of X. 
Thus we only need to prove that the sequence (X”),, -_,, is tight. 
Lemma 2. Let X be a PIZ and (T),,, be the sequence of the successive times when 
AX, E E. Let also g be a measurable nonnegativefunction on 9 such that g(0) = 0. Then 
E[g(X’A7c<I-X’Ars)]~ 
1 
sup E[g(X’^T -X\nT,)]. 
P(T,> t) <s, 
(12) 
Proof. Let (13,),,,, be the shift semi-group on 9 defined by 
xoe, =x(.+s)-x(s); 
moreover, let us set 
&(X) = g(x(( . -s)+)). 
For every P-a.s. finite stopping time T, call P7 the law of X.,, - Xr. Then, for 
every measurable nonnegative function cp on R, x 9, we have 
E(v(T, &(.))I~T) = 
J 
cp(T, x)Pddx) on {T<al. 
On {T, > s}, To 8, = T, - s holds, so that, for s d t, 
g[X’“T -XsnT] =g,[X”me”‘ATo~7] on {T, > s}. 
Apply (13) to T = s, it follows that for s G t, 
E[g(X’^T - X”^‘~)l,,,>,,] = P( TI > s)E,[g,(X”-“AT)]. 
Moreover, we have on {T, < +a>, 
Ti+, = T,+ To&,. 
(13) 
(14) 
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So, since g(0) = 0, 
g[X’^s+I _X’^T g[X”~“‘^To0,] if T,~t=s<t, i.e. T,=s<t, l={o’ 
if T,~t>t, i.e. T,at, 
and, applying (13) to T = T, A t, it follows, if H denotes the law of T, A t, 
EMX ‘AT,,, -X’^T II= I,,, ,, E,,sr(Xc’-i’A-r,)lH(ds~. (19 
Compare then (14) and (15) to get (12) and the lemma. 0 
Now, for i 2 1, let us denote by T: the ith time when AX” E E (so that T” = T;), 
and by X”(i) the process X” stopped at Tr (so that Y” =X”(l)). We shall prove: 
Lemma 3. The sequence (X”(i)),,, is tight. 
Proof. By induction. Our hypothesis says that Lemma 3 is true for i = 1. Suppose 
it is true for some i. We will first show the tightness of the sequence (X”(i+ 1) - 
X”(l)),=, , which will appear as a consequence of the tightness of the sequence 
(X”(i+l)‘-X”(l)‘),,, for arbitrary t. 
(5) and (3) imply (4), that is a(t) := lim inf, P( T” > t) > 0. Let e > 0. Our induction 
hypothesis clearly implies the tightness of the family {X”(i)’ -X”(i)‘},,,,,,,,. So 
there exists some compact subset K of 9 which contains the zero function and 
such that, for all na 1 and SC t, P((X”(i)‘-X”(i)“)g K)~u(t)&. 
Apply Lemma 2 to the indicator function of Kc; we get 
limsupP((X”(i+l)‘-X”(l)‘)E K)~E, 
n 
which says that for every t 2 0 the sequences (X”(i+ 1)‘-X”(l)‘),,, , and thus 
(X”(i+l)-X”(l)),,, are tight. 
Lemma 3 will then follow from the tightness of the sequence ((X”(l), X”( i + 1) - 
X”(l)),,, for the Skorokhod topology in the space 9(R+, R” xR”). Suppose that 
this result is not true; we can find then some N > 0, n > 0 and stopping times S, 
and SL such that, if 
A(6,n)={S,#S:,,/S,-S:,l~6,S,~-,S:,~N, 
IAX”(l),,l> 77, IAX”(i+l),,-AX”(1).~61}, 
then 
‘,y lim sup P(A( 6, n)) > 0. (16) 
- n 
Since Y” is constant after T”, and since X”(i+ 1) -X”(l) is 0 before T”, the event 
A(6, n) can happen only when S, 5 T” and SL > T”. So (16) becomes 
F; lim sup P sup IAX”(i+l),-AX”(l),I>n >O. 1 (17) - n rt]NilI”,NnT”+fi] 
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Since lAX”(i+l)-AX”(l)I~IAX”I, (17) makes a contradiction with (11); thus the 
sequence ((X”(l), X”(i+l)-X”(l)),,, is tight for the Skorokhod topology in the 
space a@+, Rp x KY), and the lemma is proved. 0 
It is now sufficient for proving Theorem 3 that we show the following property: 
Vt>O, lim liminfP(T”>t)=l. (18) 
l-l- n 
(( 18) and Lemma 3 readily yield the tightness of the sequence (X”),,,.) In order 
to prove (18), we need a last lemma, for which we use the notation of Lemma 2: 
Lemma4. Let,forkal,fk(x)=em’(l+x+...+xk/k!); rfP(T,>t)>O, then 
P( Tk > t) zfkmI(-h P( TI > t)). (19) 
Proof. X is a PII, so that the counting process 
is also a PI1 under (2), hence its compensator A is deterministic. Let {s,,, n 2 l} be 
the countable set where A is not continuous. We can construct then for each ?a0 
random variables Zn’s (2, = Z,,(t)) mutually independent such that: 
2, is Poisson with parameter A, - C AA,, 
$5, 
for n?=l, P(Z, = 1) = 1 - P(Z, = 0) = AA,,, 
N, and C Z,, have the same law. 
nz” 
The last claim follows from 
E(eiuNr) = e(e”‘-l)Ay 
fl (l+(e’“-l)AA,,,) 
%,,S, 
(see, e.g., [4, Theorem 11.4.51). Since P( T, > t) = P( N, = O), it follows 
p( T, > t) = e~4+“v , AA\ g, (1 -AA,). (20) 
For nsl, let now the Zk’s be Poisson random variables, which are mutually 
independent and independent from Z,, and such that each ZA have parameter 
-In( 1 -AA,,). Let also, for t z= 0, 
N:=Z,+ 1 Z;. 
,1 = 1 
Since, for each n 2 1, P(Zk = 0) = P(Z, = 0), we have also, for every t and every 
k, P( N: s k) s P( N, s k), hence 
P(T,>t)=P(N,sk-l)zP(N;sk-1). (21) 
But N: is a sum of independent Poisson variables, so it is Poisson, and its parameter 
is the sum of the parameters of Z,, and the Zh’s. (19) readily follows then from (21) 
and (20), so the lemma is proved. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3 (continued). Each J being continuous and decreasing, we 
deduce from (19) and (4) that 
Vt > 0, Vi2 1, lim inf P( T: > 1) Zf;_, -In lim inf P( T”> t) . 
n ( ( 
(22) n >> 
Since, for every x,J;(x) goes to 1 as i goes to infinity, (18) comes from (22), and 
the proof of the theorem is finished. 0 
Remark. One can find in [l] an alternative proof to Theorem 3, from which we see 
that, when X has no fixed time of discontinuity, (11) is a consequence of (5). This 
allows us to have Corollary 1 below (Section 3) also as a corollary of Theorem 3. 
3. Another criterion 
3.1. Characteristics of a PII 
The criterion for convergence we give in Subsection 3.4 (Theorem 7) needs computa- 
tion on the characteristics of a PII. In the present subsection, we only give the main 
results we shall use; the reader may look at Jacod and Shiryaev [4, Chapters I1 and 
VII], to find a more complete survey of the matter. 
We introduce now a truncation function h, that is a function R”+R” which is 
bojnded, with compact support and satisfy h(x) = x in some neighbourhood of 0. 
For technical purposes, we shall need other assumptions on h. For the present, we 
only ask h to be continuous. 
It is well-known (see Jacod and Shiryaev [4, Theorem 11.5.21) that, given such 
an h, a PII X is completely determined by its characteristics B, C and v, where 
l B = ( Bi),s,, is a cadlag function with B,, = 0; 
l C = ( Ci’),,jsp is a continuous function such that C, = 0 and, for all s c t, C, - C, 
is a nonnegative symmetric matrix; 
l v is a measure on R, x W (namely the compensator of the measure associated 
with the jumps of X) which satisfies for every finite t and F > 0, 
~({O}x~“)=~(~+x{O})=O, l{lrlPF}*V<~, (23) 
a,:= v({t}xW)~l, (24) 
AB, = v({ t} x h), (25) 
A,:=h(x-AB,)‘*u,+ 1 (~-v({s}x(W”))~(-AB,)~<~, (26) 
55, 
Y({s}xdx)h(x-A&)+(1-v({s}xR”)h(-AB,) <a. (27) 
Conversely, if (B, C, v) satisfies the conditions above, it is the triplet of characteris- 
tics of some PII X. 
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Note that, X being a PII, these characteristics are deterministic. We shall need 
also the modified second characteristic of X, e = ( ~c)i,.,~p defined by 
, 
6; 1, = c !I + 
II 
[h’(x)-A&][h’(x)-AB’,]v(ds, dx) 
0 lx? 
+ 1 [ 1 - v({s} = R")]ABi,AB: . 
5s. 
(28) 
Now, let (X”)na,, be a sequence of PII’s, each X” with its characteristics B”, C”, Y” 
and its modified second characteristic C?“. We have the following theorem (see Jacod 
and Shiryaev [4, Theorem VII.3.131): 
Theorem 4. The sequence (Xn),zO convergences to X in lawfor the Skorokhod topology 
if and only if: 
B” converges to B for the Skorokhod topology; 
c: converges to 6, for every t in some dense subset D of R,; 
for all continuous bounded function f which is 0 around 0, 
f * vn converges to f * v for the Skorokhod topology. 0 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
Note that (31) holds also for all bounded function f which is 0 around 0, and 
satisfies P(3 t 2 0, AX, E Dis( f )) = 0 (Dis( f) denotes the set of discontinuities off ). 
3.2. Some calculations on the characteristics 
For the reader’s convenience, we shall assume now, and throughout all Section 3, 
that our processes are real-valued. The results remain true in the multi-dimensional 
case. 
We choose the truncation function h such that 
h(x) =0 whenever IxIa$d(O, E), (32) 
which is always possibly by (2). Moreover we ask h to be Lipschitz with coefficient, 
say 1. It follows that h is bounded by some K a;d(O, E). 
Recall that G, = P( T > t) > 0 for all t by (3). We know that G is the Doleans 
exponential of the opposite of the function F := 1 E * v, and that AF, = P(AX, E E) < 1 
for all t. Now, let us define a function B and a measure r? by 
AB.AF 
B, = B, + C .( 
.s=t 1 -AF, 
(33) 
and 
v(dt, dx) = & l,c(x)v(dl, dx). 
, 
(34) 
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We have the following lemma: 
Lemma 5. There is some PII ,% whose characteristics are (6, C, c). 
Proof. It suffices to check (23)-(27) for fi. Recall that AF, < 1 for all t, so that 
l/(1 -AF) is locally bounded, which gives (23). It is easy to check that 
~({~}xrw)=(~({.}x[W)-AdF)/(l-AF), (35) 
so that I- rT({ .} x [w) = (1 - v({ .} x [w))/(l -AF) 2 0, and (24) is true; since Al? = 
AB/(l -AF), and (32) holds, we deduce (25). 
Let now A be like in (26), but with V and fi; we deduce from (34) that, for 
every t, 
&-A,= h(x-AL?)* 
[ 
& IE‘(x)-h(x-AB)2 *v, 1 
+ C (l-a,) 
,S, ( h( -Al?,)” 1 -AFT - h(-ALI,)* > 
= 
4 
Y({s}xdx) h(x-A&)‘&- 
[ 
h(x-AB,)2 
5S-I T I 
+(I -a,) 
h(-A&)’ 
1 -A& 
- h(-Al?,)’ 
(since, according to (25) and (32), Al? ~fd(O,E),andso,againby(25),h(x-AB)= 
0 when x belongs to E). Recall that we have chosen h such that it is Lipschitz with 
coefficient 1, and bounded by some K. Easy computations show then that 
Note then that F, is finite, and so is A,. (26) follows immediately. At last, (27) is 
proved by the same way, and we get the lemma. q 
We now compare the laws of Y = XT and X. For any process Z, denote by .9(Z) 
the law of Z. We then have: 
Lemma 6. For al/finite t, Lf( Y’ 1 T> t) = 2(x’) 
Proof. Let H be any process satisfying for some uj’s and 0 = f0 < * . . < t, = 1, 
Ht = C ujl{r,_,<t<r,). 
,~j=s-y 
Set also 
H. Y=C nj( Y, - Y,,_,), H. x = C uj& -x,,_,). 
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It is enough to show that 
E(e 
iH.Y lfr,,)) = G,E(eiH”‘). 
For this purpose, let us define the following PII: 
X,=X,- 1 AX,l.(AX,). 
.Y S I 
Because of (32), X admits the characteristics (B, C, G), where 
v^(dt, dx) = l,c(x)v(dr, dx). 
(36) 
Set also gU(x) = eiux - 1 -i&(x). We get from Jacod and Shiryaev [4, Theorems 
11.5.2 and 11.4.151, that 
E(e 
il+q = e (i~r~B,-R,)~~,‘~~‘,~C~)/2+“~~].\.rlxg~,l~,)J 
(eiU-‘-l)v({r}xdx) (37) 
where vc denotes the continuous part of V, and an analogous formula for X, with 
L? and 5. Now, it follows from (34) that 
cc= lE‘. vc. 
(34) again and (33) easily lead to 
Now, let J = {t 2 0, a, > 0}, and set 
T’ = {inf{ f & J, AX, E E}, T” = {inf{ t E J, AX, E E} 
Then T = T' A T”, T’ and T” are independent, and, if G: = P( T’> t) and G:‘= 
P( T”> t), 
G,= G;G:‘. (39) 
We also have 
G:=e-? and G:‘= n (l--AFT) (40) 
1S, 
where FC denotes the continuous part of F. Now, if we set 
K,= 
I 
(e’“l”-l)V({s}Xdx) on {$_,<s~l,}, 
E’ 
(38) gives 
E(eiH’“) = E(e’“.‘) $ c l-AF,+K, 
, .s<, (l+K,) ’ 
(41) 
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Moreover, T’ is independent from 2, and Y = 2 on [0, t] whenever T > t. It follows 
now that 
E(eiH’Y1 (T,,)) = E(eiH-‘l~~.‘>,,T”,,)) = GCE(e’H”ll~,,l). 
If (Jn)nrCl denotes a sequence of finite sets increasing to J n [0, t], we have 
{T”> t}=li,m n {AX,@E}, 
SE J,, 
so that 
E(e iH.Yli7i,)) = G: lim E eiH” n l&AX,) . n SC.!,, 
(42) 
Set now 
&j& C Ak 
riJ,,n[O,.s] 
then 
fl Ip(AX,)) = E(ebH.“‘) .g,, E(e’H\JX,lEL(AXF)) 
7 c Jr, 
= E(eiH”) n E(e 
iH~AX~lE~(AX,)) 
., t J,, E(e ,) 
iH>AT? 
(this last equality because R is a PII). But we have obviously, 
E(e iH~A’~)=l+K, and E(e’H~AX~lE~(AX,~))=l+K.~-AF”, 
so that (42) leads to 
E(e iH’Y1(T-_,F)= G:E(eiH”) n 
l+ K,y-AF, 
,S, 1-t K, . 
Now (39), (40) and (41) give (36) and the lemma. 0 
Let now 9 denote the a-field a( T, A YT) (with A Y, = 0), and 9 = ( 9,),ao be the 
filtration generated by X. Then: 
Lemma 7. On {T > t}, 2?( Y’ ) 3) = 2(x’). 
Proof. Let S(t) = inf{s > t, AX, E E}, f be a bounded Bore1 function on 9 and g a 
bounded Bore1 function on R*. We have 
E[f( Y’)g(T, AY,)lj,>,,l= ELfI Y,)dS(t), ~Ysco)h~~r~l 
= EM Y’)l{T>,) EMS(t), AYs,,,)i St,)]. 
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Since X is a PII, E(g(S(t), AYs,,,)IS,) is deterministic. From this and Lemma 6, 
it follows that 
E[f(Y’)g(T,AY,)li.,,il 
= E[f(X’)IP(T> t)Ek(S(tL A&,,,)\%) 
, 
= EU-(X )IEMT, AY,)1m,,l 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
At last, define .Z’,” = X’-+xlt,,,, , which means 
Z:.“=x.,.,+(x-Ax,)l,,-,,, 
(A’- denotes the process A stopped ‘strictly’ before 1), and let p,,, denote the law 
of Z’,“. We end this rather tedious subsection by: 
Theorem 5. A version of the conditional law of Y with respect to 3 is 
TP( YI 9) = PuT,JY,. 
Proof. Since Y= YT-+AYrlCT,,st, it suffices to show that 9( YTp/ 9) =9(X’-). 
For ns0, let O=t,,o<...<t,,i<... be real numbers such that lim, sUPi(tn,i - 
tn.i-1) = 0, and set T,, = t,,, on {t,,i < T G t,,; + 1). It follows from Lemma 7 that 
d;p( YSj 1%) = ,re(XTl). 
but, as n + ~0, T” goes to T and T” < T; it follows that 
yTz+ y T- and X $s + X Tp locally uniformly. 
These processes thus do converge for the Skorokhod topology, and so: 
9( Y”,) + 5’( Y’-) weakly in probability and 2(X7$) + 2(X’-) weakly. 
This gives the wanted equality, and the theorem is proved. 0 
3.3. Convergence to Y in terms of characteristics 
We turn back to our sequences (Xn),aO and ( Y”),,O. The aim of this subsection 
is to give a necessary and sufficient condition for having the convergence of the 
sequence ( Y”),,o. Exactly like in Subsection 3.2, we associate to each Y” a PI1 X”. 
We recall (see e.g. Jacod and Shiryaev [4, Lemma VII.4.371) that, if the sequence 
(X”)naO converges in law to X, then: 
For all t such that C({ t} x R) > 0, there exists t,, + t such that, 
for all bounded continuous function f; equal to 0 around 0, 
Y”({G1 Xf) + fi({tl Xf ). (43) 
Let us define K as the law of the pair (T, AY,), and K” in the same way. K and 
K” are probability measures on ti, x R. 
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Theorem 6. We assume (l), (2) and (3). The sequence (Y”),,,” converges to Y if 
and only if 
(i) K”+ K weakly on R+xR; 
(ii) the sequence (x”),,zO convergences in law to x; 
(iii) if t, t, satisfy (43), then Gy, + G,. 
Proof. First assume that (5) (convergence of the Y”‘s) holds. Then (i) is obvious. 
Moreover, if D = {t, P( AX, = 0) = l}, then G is continuous at every t in D, and so: 
VtE D, G:+G,>O. (44) 
We can deduce also from (4) the convergence in law of the sequence ((Y”)‘, T”) 
to (Y’, T) for all t in D. So, iff is any continuous bounded function on 9, we get 
J%f(( y”Y)l{.~~~~,,l+ ELfI Y’)liT>,)l. 
But by Lemma 7, 
X0( y”)‘lIr~~-.,J =GYKf((~“)‘)I and ELII Y’)lcTyz,)l 
= G,E[f(X’)]. 
This and (44) imply that E[f((x”)‘)] converges to E[f(x’)] for all t in D, hence 
(ii). 
Now let t and t, satisfy (43), and (u,,),,-,” be a sequence such that 
u, z= tn, u, + t and GisP+ G, (45) 
(which is possible by (44)). Then Lemma 7 implies, for F > 0, 
[G;,- G~,l]P(~A~;,~~ F) = P(lAY;,l 2 F, t,, < T” s a,). 
Under (5), the right part of this equality goes to 0 for fixed E, as n goes to infinity 
since two large jumps cannot collide (recall that u,, - t, goes to 0). Since (43) implies 
that 
limninf P(lA_%:,( y ‘8) =limninf C”({t,}X{lxJ> &})a C({t}x{lxI> E}>O, 
(45) immediately yields (iii). 
We now turn to the converse, and assume that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. We wish to 
prove (5). We can assume with no loss of generality that (3) holds for all n. According 
to Skorokhod’s representation theorem, it makes no problem to assume that all the 
processes appearing in (i) and (ii) are defined on the same space 0, that x is 
independent of (T, A Y,), that the same holds for x”, and that 
p(w)% X(W) for all wEJ2, 
T”(w)- T(w) for all w E R, 
AY”,,a(,)- A Y,(w) for all w E 0. 
(46a) 
(46b) 
(46~) 
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Now, it follows from Theorem 5 that, for every bounded function f on 22, 
EM VI = I K(dt, dx)/-dfL 
and an analogous formula for Y”. Thus, we are finished if we show that 
(47) 
(the processes appearing in (47) have the same law than Y” and Y respectively). 
Because of (46), and since A Y,l( .) I) and J? r- have no common jump, it suffices 
to prove 
(p).*~-~p a.s. 
(48) 
Using (46) again, it comes that (48) will follow from 
X!+_ + X,_ a.s. (49) 
But (46) once more says that (49) holds on the set {Ax, = 0); moreover, x and T 
are independent, so that 
P(ArT,#O, TED)= P(TEdt)P(AX,#O)lD(t)=O. 
I 
Then it suffices to prove (49) on every set {T = t, Ax, # 0) for t & 0, that is, for t in 
an at most countable set. We can even assume that c({t} x 02) > 0, otherwise the 
result is obvious (because Ax, = 0 a.s.). Consider such a t, and let ( fn)nzO be the 
sequence which appears in (43) (it does exist because of (ii)). According to (46), 
we can find random variables U,, such that, for all w E 0, 
U,,(w)+ t and Ax”,,,(o)+Ax,(w), 
and such that, if (s,),,,~ converges to t with S, 4 Un(w), then 
_ 
x:,,-(w) + K(w). 
(49) will then follow from 
P(T=t,AX,#O, T”> U,,)+O. 
Fix now E and n > 0. We have 
P( u, # t,, ]A.%,J > rl) 
S P(J u, - t[ ~F)+P(~sE]~-E, t+&[\{t,}, IAx:l> 77) 
c P(( u, - t[ 1 s)+ ~“((lt-&, t+-F[\Nm~l+ 71). 
It follows from (ii), (31) and (43) that 
limsup i?“((]t-F, t+~[\{f~})x{(x~>~}) 
(50) 
s fi((lf - &, t-t E[\{fl) x {Ixl> 771), 
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which goes to 0 as E goes to 0. Since U, converges to t, we deduce that 
P(U,,#t,,~AX”,~8~>~)-+0 forall v>O. (51) 
Moreover, it follows from (i) that we can find a sequence (u,), -,) such that 
u,, > L, u,, + t, P(T”>u,, T=t)+O and Gz,,+G,. 
This and (iii) imply that 
P(T”>t,,T=t)=P(t,<T”~u,,T=t)+P(T”>u,,T=t) 
~P(t,<T”~u,,)+P(T”>u,, T=t) 
= GyI - Gzpz + P( T” > u,, T = t) + 0. 
This, along to (51), clearly implies (50), and the proof of the theorem is finished. 0 
3.4. The criterion 
We turn now to our general problem, that is the convergence of the sequence (X”),,, 
under (5) (and necessary additional assumptions). The former results allow us to 
state: 
Theorem 7. Assume that (l), (2) and (3) hold. Then, there is equivalence between the 
convergence in law of the sequence (Xn)n2,, to X for the Skorokhod topology, and the 
following three conditions: 
(iv) The sequence ( Y”),__O converges in law to Yfor the Skorokhod topology. 
(v) The sequence (G”),,. converges to G for the Skorokhod topology. 
(vi) Zf t, and t are like in (43), and ifAG, # 0, then: 
Remark that (iv), which is nothing but (5), implies 
G:f + G,, 
that, under (3), (v) is equivalent to the convergence of the sequence (F”),,. to F 
(with the meaning of Subsection 3.2), and that (vi) makes sense under (5) by 
Theorem 6. 
Proof. We assume first that (Xn),=,, converges to X. Then (iv) is obvious under (1). 
(v) is also obvious, because (lE * v’),,~,, converges to lE * v for the Skorokhod 
topology. 
It remains to prove (vi); let then t, and t be like in (43), and f be some bounded 
function, 0 around 0, and v(lw+ x dx)-a.s. continuous. 
We can find t; + t such that v”({ t’,} x f) + v({t} x f) and, for every sequence s, 
that converges to t, 
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In view of (34) and (43), we deduce that t, = t; for all large enough n if 
F({ t} x R) > 0 (if not, the result is obvious), hence (vi). 
Conversely, we assume now that (iv), (v) and (vi) hold, and we wish to check 
that (29), (30) and (31) in Theorem 4 hold. Note that (iv) means that (i), (ii) and 
(iii) in Theorem 6 hold. 
We begin by a computation which gives the characteristics of X in terms of the 
characteristics of X, and G and K (defined just before Theorem 6). 
Let (B, C, v) (resp. (I!?, C?, ti)) be the triplet of characteristics of X (resp. X). Call 
e (resp. e’) its modified second characteristic. (33) and (34) yield immediately 
B=&AL?.F (52) 
and 
(flE’)*v=f*c-A(f*c).F. 
Set now /3(f), = K([O, t] xf). It comes that 
(53) 
P(f), = E I = EWE * v,,TI 
=G,flE*~,- J ‘&*vdG 0 
and the last equality can be inverted in 
SlE * v, = J , o’ $ dP(f)s. (54) 
Now it comes from (28) that 
A~,=v({t}xh2)-(AB,)’ and AC?:=i;({t}xh2)-(A&)2. 
Recall that we have chosen h(x) = 0 for x in E. It follows that 
v({t}xh2)=(1-AF,)C({t}xh’), 
and (52) leads to AB, = (1 -AF,)A&. Since the continuous parts of f_? and ?’ are 
equal, we conclude that 
A6=A~‘+[(AL?)2(1-AF)].F. (55) 
On the other hand, (iv) implies (ii) by Theorem 6, so that, along with (v) and (vi), 
Theorem VI.2.2 of [4] allows us to say that the sequence (B”, e”‘,f* F”, G”, F”),,. 
converges to (B, E”, f * V, G, F) for the Skorokhod topology (with obvious notation; 
f is any bounded continuous function equal to 0 around 0). Moreover, for t 2 0, 
we can find t, + t such that 
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and analogous convergences for C’“, f * V”, G”, F”, always with the same sequence 
(&)lz~“. Fix now e > 0 such that AF, # E for all t, and call ( t(i))i,, the sequence of 
successive t such that AF, > E or \A&( > E. For each i, we can associate with t(i) a 
sequence (t,(i)),,,, just like in (56). At last, call An(ABn) +. F” and A = (Ati)+* F. 
We have 
A: = 1 A&i,AF;,i+ R:, (57) 
r,!,,(i)=, 
where, for n large enough, since \AB”sl S 2~ for all s c t with s # t,(i), IR:I d 2&F:. 
On the other hand, it comes from the definition of t,(i) that 
C @,,,,AF;,,i, + C A&,&,,, . 
i,r,,(i)s I I,l(Z)Sl 
Since E > 0 is arbitrarily small, it follows immediately, that 
A:+ A, for each t in D 
(recall that D = {t, P(AX, = 0) = l} and t(i) is not in D). Moreover, if t 3 0 and t, 
is associated with t like above, we have clearly 
AA;, + AA,. 
Since the An’s are increasing, (A”),,,, converges to A for the Skorokhod topology, 
and we have analogous properties to (56) with the same sequence t,. We can provide 
the same arguments for A” = (Al?) -. F”, and deduce then from (52) and the 
convergence of B”’ that (29) holds. Using (55) instead of (52) leads to (30) by the 
same way. It also provides, using (53), for each continuous bounded f being 0 
around 0, 
fl,c* Vfl--- Sk flELCY, (58) 
and the analogous of (56) for the same sequence ( tn)naO. 
It remains to check (31). For this, according to (58), it is sufficient to show 
f 1 E * v” + f 1 E * v for the Skorokhod topology, (59) 
and 
flE*V;,+flE*% flE*r&+flE*%_, 
(60) 
A(fl.*~:.,)‘d(fl~*~,), A(flz~*.?,)-,O whenever t; # t,, t: + t, 
still with the same sequence (tn)naO, and to apply again Theorem VI.2.2 of [4]. But, 
according to (54), (56) and Jakubowski, Memin and Pages [5], this will be true if 
(59) and (60) hold with /3”(f) in place of flE * Y” and /3(f) in place of flE * u. 
Now, Theorem 6(i) tells us that: 
The sequence (/3n(f),),,ao converges to P(f), 
for each t outside of D. (61) 
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We can assume that f is bounded by 1, so that P”(f) and /3”( 1 -f) are increasing. 
Then it only remains to check that, with our t,‘s as in (56), 
AP”(f),,, + APO,. (62) 
(61) implies that 
lim sup Ap”(f),,, s AD(f), and lim sup Ap”(1 -f),,, < Ap(1 -f),. 
n n 
But, since 
AP”(f),,~+Adp”(L-f),,,=AF;,+AF,=AP(f),+AP(l-f),, 
we conclude then that (62) holds, which ends the proof of the theorem. 0 
As an obvious corollary of Theorem 7, we can state now Theorem 1 in its full 
generality: 
Corollary 1. Assume (I), (2), and that moreover X has no$xed time of discontinuity. 
Then the sequence (X”),,,, converges in law to X for the Skorokhod topology if and 
only if (5) holds. 
Proof. Since X is quasi-left continuous, G is continuous, and (44) implies that (v) 
and (vi) hold in Theorem 7. The claim immediately follows. q 
4. Two applications 
Let us have a look at our counter-example in Subsection 1.2. It is easy to see that 
the asymptotic behaviour of X” at T”, and immediately after, plays the main part. 
It is therefore quite natural to ask what happens when we can check the convergence 
to X stopped a short while after T. Here again, there is unfortunately no general 
answer: just look at the same counter-example, and take R” = T” and any R > T. 
Since X, XR, and Y actually are the same process, we still have that the sequence 
( Y”),al converges to XR, but X” does not converge to X. We shall see later that 
this situation may occur with R” > T”. But we merely intend in this part to exhibit 
two settings where we do have convergence of the sequence (Xn),,aO. Note that 
Theorems 8 and 9 below could be seen as very easy corollaries of Theorem 7. 
However, we provide here simple and elementary proofs which follow from Theorem 
3, for the convenience of any reader not interested in characteristics. 
4.1. A preliminary lemma 
Our general notation and setting still hold ( Y”, Y, G”, G.. . and hypothesis (I), (2) 
and (3)). 
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From now until the end of the paper, for n 20, R” and R will be stopping times 
such that R > T (with the convention co > co) and such that at least one of the 
following holds: 
R”>T” for all n 2 0, (63) 
Ttoo p.s. (64) 
Let us consider the following stopped processes: 
Z” =x0”, Z=XR. 
Then, we have: 
Lemma 8. If (l), (2), (3) and 
The sequence (Z”),,O converges in law 
for the Skorokhod topology to Z, (65) 
hold along with one of (63) and (64), then we have condition (5) (Y” converges in 
law to Y). 
Proof. If (63) holds, T” is the first time when 2” has a jump with size in E, and 
the claim immediately follows. 
If (64) holds, let S = inf{s; AZ, E E} and S” the analogous related to 2”. Under 
(l), we have for all t in D the following convergence in law: 
Zn.S”nl ~ ZShl* 
Now, since S” = T” if T” d R” and S” = +CO elsewhere, and since S = T (because 
R > T), we get 
ZfI,T”fir ~ ZTA’, 
But the process Z” stopped at T” A t is equal to Y”,’ on { T” > t} u {T” c R” A t}, and 
P({T”>t}u{T”~R”r\t})=P(T”>t)+P(T”aR”/\t)+l. 
We have 
P(Z” has at least one jump with size in E on [0, t]) 
+P(Z has at least one jump with size in E on [0, t]), 
in other words, 
P(T”sR”/\t)+P(TGRAt)=P(T~t), 
the last equality since R > T. 
Now, by (64), a good choice for t makes P( T G t) arbitrarily close to 1. Hence 
the same holds for P( T” s R” A t), for large enough n. It follows that 
V&)0, 3t,>O, 3n,N, Vt>toO, Vn>n,, P(Z”.T”A’=Y”“)>l-E 
and (5) holds. 0 
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4.2. Convergence for good stopping-times 
Our first result is as follows: 
Theorem 8. Under (63) or (64), (l), (2), (3), (65) and 
The sequence (R”, T”),,,,, converges in law to (R, T), 
(X”)& converges in law for the Skorokhod topology to X. 
(66) 
Proof. By Lemma 8, (5) holds. According to Theorem 3, we only have to check 
(11). Remark first that (66) and R > T imply: 
For all F > 0, there exists some a > 0 such that, 
for n large enough, P( T” > R” - a) <;E. (67) 
Now, given E and 77 > 0, we have for all n and 6, 
P(ldX;+r+t~]T”, T”+6[,IAX+~) 
=P(lAX”,,,l>77,3t~]T”, T”+6[,IAX:j>~,t~R”) 
+P((AX”,,~I>~,~~E]T”,T”+~[,(AX:~>~,~>R”) 
~P(~AZ”,,~~>~),~~E]T”,T”+~[,(AZ~(>~,~~R”)+P(R”-T”<~) 
s P(Z” has at least two jumps with size larger than n on [T”, T” + S]) 
+P(R”- T”<6). 
(65) implies then that we can choose 6 > 0 such that, for n large enough, 
P (Z” has at least two jumps with size larger than n on [T”, T” + S]) 
I S:,s. (68) 
Taking 6 A a (which comes from (67)), (68) still holds. From (67), we then deduce 
(1 l), hence the theorem. 0 
Remark. In fact, the actual assumption we need on R” for this theorem is (67) 
rather than (66). But this formulation seems to be of little interest.. . . 
4.3. Convergence for good processes 
Still having (1) and (2), together with the notation of Subsection 2, we now want 
to replace hypothesis (67) by a different one, which does not involve convergence 
of stopping times, but mainly asks process X to be a.s. non-constant “after T” 
(otherwise, (69) below is impossible to check): 
Theorem 9. Let R and, for n 2 0, R” be stopping times such that R > T and 
P(XR =XT, T<oo)=O, (69) 
X l7.R” 5 XR for the Skorokhod topology. (70) 
Then, under (63) or (64), (l), (2), (3), (69) and (70), the sequence (X”),=” converges 
in law to X for the Skorokhod topology. 
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Proof. Let Z”, Z, G” and G be as above. We have to check (5) and (ll), and then 
apply Theorem 3. 
Like in Subsection 2, (5) comes from Lemma 8. In order to prove (ll), let us 
begin with a few more notations: We set 
T,,=inf{taT,IX,-X,12-y} and T’=inf{t>T,X,#X,}. 
Under (69), T’< CO a.s. and, since R > T, we have 
T,,+ T’ in measure and P(R> T,)+l as y-+0 
(recall that co> co). Set also 
S,,=inf{tzT,IZ,-Z,I>y}. 
(71) 
We then have 
S, = T, whenever T, s R and S, = cc otherwise. 
Moreover, it follows from (69) and (71) that 
lJ”, P( s, = 00) = 0. 
(72) 
(73) 
Similarly, set 
T”,=inf{t~T”,IX:-X;,,I~y} and S”,=inf{t~T”,IZ:-Z”,,,I~y}. 
S, (resp. S”,) is the first time after T (resp. T”) when Z (resp. Z”) is more than y 
far from Z, (resp. Z”,,‘). So (70) and (73) imply that the sequence (S”,) converges 
to S, as n goes to infinity, except maybe for an at most countable number of y. 
We shall now follow more or less the proof of Theorem 8. Let E and n be positive 
real numbers, and take y ~$7. Then, for any 6 > 0, 
P(lAX”,,,l>rl,3t~]T”,T”+6[,IAX:l>rl) 
=P(~AX”,,~~>~,~~E]T”,T”+~[,~AX:(>~,~<S~) 
+P(lAX’+ 7, 3t~]T”, T”+S[, IAX:l> 7, tzS;). 
But, since y <&, on the event in the first term of the right-hand side above, we 
have t > R” and so SF = ~0. It follows that 
P(ldX;+y,3r~]T”, T”+S[,(AX+~) 
=s P(S; = co) + P(S; - T” < 8). 
Let now S” (resp. S) be the first time when Z” (resp. Z) has a jump of size within 
E. If Sy - T” < 8, T” = S” (these stopping-times may be infinite). Hence, 
P(ldX;+r/,3t~]T”, T”+6[,(AX:l>+zP(S;=oo)+P(S;-S”G). 
Now it readily follows from (70) that 
lim sup P(S”, = co) s P( S, = a), 
n-m 
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and, according to (73), P(S, = 00) can be made as small as wanted with an appropri- 
ate y. Moreover, 
P(S”,-S”<6)sP ( s”< c<,<s”+6 1-z -z:I> 7) sup 
With an adequate 6, this is asymptotically small by (70). We deduce then that (ll), 
and so the theorem holds. 0 
It seems useful to state the following obvious corollary, interesting by itself: 
Corollary 2. Under (l), (2), (3), (71) and thefollowing, 
X is a.s. non-constant on any interval [T, t[, (74) 
the sequence (X,,),,?-O converges to X in law for the Skorokhod topology. 0 
The example in Subsection 1.2 shows that there is no general theorem analogous 
to Theorem 9 when (69) does not hold. We could however hope for such a result 
with the (rather mild) assumption that, for all n, R” > T”. Here is another counter- 
example which shows that, even with this new assumption, the result may be false. 
We deal again with counting processes X” and X determined through their 
compensators A” and A as follows: 
A:=~l(,“,~+~1~,~,+2,n) and A, =$llrall. 
Then, if G”(dx) and G(dx) are the respective laws of T” and T, it comes 
G”(dt)=~(6,(t)+6,+,,,(t)+26,(t)) and G(t)=$(6,(t)+&(t)). 
Set now R” = T” + l/n, R = 00, still denote by Y” and Y the processes X” and X 
respectively stopped at T” and T, and by Z” and Z the processes X” and X 
respectively stopped at R” and R (so that X = Y =Z). Then obviously Y” =Z” 
for all n, and since dG” converges in law to dG, Y” converges to Y for the Skorokhod 
topology, hence Z” converges to Z for the Skorokhod topology. But clearly the 
sequence (A”),,,, (processes with two jumps) cannot converge in the Skorokhod 
sense to A (a process with one jump). It follows that (X”),,, does not converge 
to x. 
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